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ABSTRACT "- .- --

High-speed displacement vessels are widely used in most of
the smaller navies because they provide low operating cost, com-bined with performance adequate for policing 200 na Exclusive Econo- .. -

mic Zones. Feasibility designs of this kind of vessel, such as cor- e %_P

vettes and patrol boats, always require calm water resistance esti-
mates. This paper i /i-iattemptsto use available data to analyze
main hull form parameters that affect the resistance characterist-
ice of the vessel. A few high speed round bilge methodical series ,..-.. -.p,
(such as the well known Series 64, NPL-HSRB, SSPA-SFDV, HSVA'C'
Series and Canadian Fast Surface Ship Series) as well as some num-
erical formulas from regression analyses are available for the pow-
ering studies of this type of vessel. However, any attempt to design
a good high-speed displacement hull by adopting the previously men- -

tioned methodical series has to be carefully examined. The main
hull form parameters must be appropiate to the speed range, due to .

some distinctive resistance characteristics at Froude numbers larger i-..,

or smaller than 0.45-0.55. This paper covers some basic considera-
tions of these aspectas by' -wing several computer programs hich-
wer' developed by the author based on some of the high-speed round
bilge methodicallseries. -F-nally some other hull form parameters that
may affect resistance are, discussed.
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NOTATION

I.

AEW Admiralty Experiment Works

AT Transom Area (sq-ft)

AX Maximum Section Area (sq-ft)

Bpx Maximum Chine Beam (ft)

BT Transom Width (ft) ..

BX Beam at Station of Maximum Section Area (ft)

B/T Beam-Draft Ratio

CB Block Coefficient

Cf Frictional Resistance Coefficient

CP Prismatic Coefficient

Cr Residuary Resistance Coefficient
-.&.

CT Total Resistance Coefficient -A

CW Waterplane Area Coefficient

CX Maximum Section Area Coefficient

Ci, Static Beam-Loading Coefficient
= V / Bpx^3

C. 427.1 * EHP / (Disp^0.666 * V^3)

CA Ship-Model Correlation Factor

Disp Displacement (Long tons)

DL Displacement-Length Ratio

DTMB David Taylor Model Basin

FN, FNL Froude Number based on Length
V * 1.689 / (32.174 * L)^0.5

FNV Froude Number based on Volume
= V * 1.689 / (32.174 V ̂ 0.333)^0.5
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FSSS Canadian Fast Surface Ship Series

HSVA Hamburgishe Schiffbau-Versuchsanstalt

HSRB High-Speed Round Bilge Displacement Hull

IE Entrance Angle (degree)

L Length (ft) "

LCB Longitudinal Center of Buoyancy -

LCF Longitudinal Center of Flotation

L/B Length-Beam Ratio

LR Length of Run (ft)

LWL Length of Design Waterline (ft)

i-. Displacement-Length Ratio
-" = V / LWL^O.333

--

MCF Merit Curve Factor

N Number of Waves in the Ship Length

NPL National Physical Laboratory

Rf Frictional Resistance (Ib)

Rr Residuary Resistance (Ib)

RT Total Resistance (Ib) "

S Wetted Surface Coefficient,
W.S./(Disp * LWL)^O.5

SFDV Small, Fast Displacement Vessel

SSPA Swedish State Shipbuilding Experimental Tank

TX Draft, to DWL, at Station of Maximum Sectional .1
Area (it)

V Displaced Volume (cubic-ft)

V, VI( Speed (knot)

W.C.F. Worm Curve Factor
,e', ~ . ..-.-

W.S. Wetted Surface (sq-ft)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the most significant recent naval trends has been the S.
widespread deployment of small surface combatants, such as small

frigates, corvettes, and fast patrol boats. Their common mission
requirements are patrolling 200 nm Exclusive Economic Zones, coast-
al defense, coastal convoys and recently offshore platform protect-
ion and support. Most of these surface naval combatants are design-
ed to operate at top speeds that correspond to speed length ratios
(V/L^0.5) up to about 3.0, and with seakeeping capabilities suffic-
ient to cope with the prevalent sea state in the operating area.
However, the cost of modern warships has risen greatly since tle
late 1960's, which prohibits the small navies from exploring some
of the alternative hull forms, other than high-speed round bilge
displacement hulls, to fulfill their coastal defense policies.
This type of vessel demands less training, maintenance, and also
provides relatively low acquisition and operating cost. High-speed

round bilge displacement hulls (HSRB) possess some distinctive
hydrodynamic characteristics, particularly in terms of resistance . .

(up to speed-length ratio less than 3.3). The early stage design
of such vessels can be greatly enchanced by an accurate, rapid means
for predicting ship powering performance, with regard to designs
performed by "hand" or carried out with the aid of some type of -

small-ship design synthesis model.

.-
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2.0 SURVEY OF HIGH SPEED ROUND BILGE DISPLACEMENT HULL FORMS

This section is an endeavor to investigate the recent pract- ._

ice to define suitable dimensions and form parameters that yield a
minimum resistance while still satisfying the other essential
design features for such high speed vessels as corvettes and fast
patrol boats. These types of surface combatants always encount-
er the absolute limit of maximum utilization of power on minimum ..

weight, and with very restricted internal volume available. On the
other hand, the rise of topaide weight due to increasing size of
electronic gear and weapons has become a familiar design problem
to naval architects. Long, narrow hulls for advancing ship speeds
seem impractical for future designs. ..

The principal factors which govern the design of such high
speed vessels can be elaborated by using statistics for some of the
existing designs. A survey of this type of small surface combatant
with design Froude numbers above 0.6 was conducted by the author.
Data on fifty-eight ships was collected and considered to be appro-
priate to this study. Among the fifty-eight ships, thirty-three of
them are fast patrol boats with displacement less than 500 tons; .
nineteen of them are of displacement between 500-1,200 tons, and are
considered as corvettes. The rest of the ships are small frigates with
displacement between 1,200-1,800 tons. The hull form characteristics

." of these fifty-eight small surface combatants are divided into six
basic categories. Of these six categories, L/B, BIT, CB, CP, CX, DL
and V/L^O.5 are indicated in Figures 2.0-1 through -8. As can be seen,
these figures showing one parameter plotted against another, appear
to be reasonably free from any correlation. Some trends can be
detected from displacement vs. LWL, BX vs. LWL, TX vs. BX, L/B vs.
V/LAO.5 and B/T vs. VIL^0.5. Surprisingly, no trends can be found•
from Figures 2.0-5 and -9, where displacement-length ratio (DL) and CB
are believed to be the most influential parameters for a given design .

speed. Some other interesting features from Figures 2.0-7 and -8
indicate L/B decreases and B/T increases as design speed-length ratio
increases. These trends may result from the required tranverse
stability rather than for hydrodynamic reasons. All these trends
probably arise from the fact that individual designs from different -

sources do not form a random population, but each of them, in their
way, selected their own parameters to fulfill their top level require-
ments. However, the following equations from regression analyses of
the fifty-eight hulls show some of the latest design trends, and they
will be applied in Section 4 and Appendix A for further studies.P ''j

V - 34.9769 * (48.980661 - 2.166011 * LWL + 0.024188
w LWL^2) (2.0-1)

BX - 0.085 * LWL + 11.953 (2.0-2)

TX - 0.323 * BX - 1.38 (2.0-3)

2



3.0 POWERING PREDICTIONS-APPLICATIONS OF HULL FORM SERIES
AND REGRESSION ANALYSES

One of the most essential elements of the powering prediction
for early-stage design is the computation of bare hull resistance.
The major problem with computation of bare hull resistance for high-
speed round bilge displacement hulls is that the Taylor Standard
Series (14), the destroyer worm curve data developed by NAVSEA, and
several numerical forms from regression analyses based on the DTNSRDC
and AEW destroyer hull form data (15), (3), are primarily applicable
to ship speed corresponding to speed-length ratios of about 0.6-1.8.
Additional data must be utilized if accurate predictions are to be
made for speed-length ratios well beyond 2.0. Fortunately, several
high speed round bilge methodical series such as FSSS, HSVA'C' ser- -
ies, SSPA-SFDV, Series 64 and some numerical forms from regression
analyses are available for this kind of study. This section will ..'
first describe the characteristics of these hull form series, then .-.

determine their validity and applicability by comparing their pre-
ictions to experimental results. It is recognized that accurate
means for predicting the resistance of the appendages as well as .
propulsive coefficients (16) for these types of vessels must also be
developed in the future. The characteristics of some of the method-
ical series and regression methods are described in more detail in
the following subsections.

3.1 CANADIAN-FAST SURFACE SHIP SERIES (FSSS): (4), (12) and
(13)

In the 1970's The Marine Dynamics and Ship Laboratory of the
National Research Council of Canada (NRC) conducted an extensive
series of model tests on fast surface ships. The main objective
was to explore hull forms suitable for future warship design of
1,000-5,000 tons. Another design objective of this series was to
maintain "ship design speed in a seaway, even if some penalty in
calm water has to be involved".(4) The parent form of the series
is derived from the St. Laurent (DDE 205) class frigate. Four basic
hull form parameters, including B/T, CB, CW, and slenderness para-
meter (L^2/BT), were investigated. The first group of 22 models was
tested and bare hull resistance was expanded to ship sizes of 125-
4,000 tons and lengths of 175-400 ft. Later, eight models were added;
the B/T was extended to 5.2, which provided intermediate and high
values of L^2/BT. Resistance data is available throughout the speed
range FNL=0.2-1.0. Some interesting characteristics of this series %
include: (a) the parent model was developed from a conventional dest- ,%

a. 3
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royer hull form and all models were tested to the upper limit of the
preplaning range, (b) CX=0.784 for all models. The body plan and WCF
(V/L^0.5=0.6-1.5) of the parent model (Design No.6 Model 264) are
given in Figures 3.1-1 and -2. The range of model characteristics
is given in Table 3.0-1. The wetted surface of this series can be ,

estimated by the following equation.

W.S. = V-.666 * (3.197989 + 0.4035 * M + 0.065808
" L/B + 0.409014 * B/T - 4.811087 * CB + 1.691376
" CW + 4.845561 * AT/AX - 0.03806 * BT/BX) (3.1-1) .

3.2 HSVA'C' SERIES: (1)

In the 1960's Kracht and Grim experimented with a series of six-
teen models at the model basin of The Institut Fur Schiffbau der
Universitat Hamburg. This series was particularly designed for
ships operating at the slope (V/L-0.5=1.2-1.6) and over hump range
(V/L^0.5=1.6-2.4). Each of the models was tested at three differ-
ent loading conditions. Resistance data are presented as Rr/Disp
(kg/tonne) from FNL=O.10-0.82. All models are designed with
integrated skeg, knuckle from stem to midship and large water-
plane area (CW=0.77-0.87). The body plan of the parent model
is given in Figure 3.2-1 and the range of model characteristics is
in Table 3.0-1. The wetted surface of this series can be est-
imated by equation (3.2-1).

W.S. = V(0.666) - (-0.018826 * L/B + 0.339615 * B/T

5.302388 * CP - 3.886859 * CX + 6.528535 *CW

-0.666906 * V/L-3 -1000 + 0.358538 *BT/BX

9.115665) (3.2-1)

3.3 SSPA SMALL, FAST DISPLACEMENT VESSELS (SSPA-SFDV):(7)

A series of small high speed displacement models suitable
for fast naval vessels, such as fast patrol boats, and torpedo
boats, was developed by SSPA in the 1960's. A total of nine
models were built and the test results have been presented in
non-dimensional as well as in dimensional form covering displ-
ments from 100-400 cubic meters. Some results have been expanded
to a displacement of 800 cubic meters. The parent hull was deriv-
ed from the 170-ton Plejad class fast attack craft-torpedo. Two
Two basic hull parameters (L/V .333 and B/T) were investiqated
Resistance tests have been carried out up to FNL=I.3 (V/L'0.5=4.5
All nine models consist of constant CB=0.40, CXO0.59, LCB and

4
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LCF 4.15% and 9.09% aft midship, respectively. An additional N 4

model of CB=0.45, CX=0.66 was also built and tested. The results
provide some information with regard to greater carrying capacity
versus hydrodynamic performance. Resistance tests with spray
strips and tests in waves were also conducted. The range of model
characteristics can be found in Table 3.0-1. The parent model 1213-A
body plan is illustrated in Figure 3.3-1. The wetted surface of the
series can be represented by the following equation:

W.S. = (V * L)^0.5 * 4 * (0.77 - 0.045 * B/T + 0.01
(B/T)^2) (3.3-1)

3.4 SERIES 64: (2) 9_7

In 1959 DTMB under its Fundamental Hydrodynamics Research
Program, initiated a series of studies on high speed, low wave "',"
resistance hull forms. A total of 27 models were built, and three
basic parameters, B/T, DL, and CB, were investigated. This series
embraces a range of very fine half entrance angles from 3.7 deg to
7.8 deg and low displacement-length ratios accompanied with low CB.
The total range of displacement-length ratio is from 15 to 55 with
the smallest values applicable to the lowest CB (0.35 ( CB < 0.55).
This hull form series also has the largest slenderness ratios (L/B)
compared to the other methodical series. The common characteristics
of Series 64 are as follows: The sectional area curves A/AX, design
waterlines B/BX and centerline profile T/TX are kept the same for
all models. Therefore, constant CP, LCB and LCF are also applied to
all models. The forebody of this series has a straight sectional area
curve and full waterline curve. The aftbody, on the other hand,
consists of a fairly hollow (or "S") sectional area curve. Maximum
sectional area and waterline occur at station 12 and 14. respectively. -'
This series also has a broad flat transom BT/BX=0.8 and deep immersed
area AT/AX=0.40 associated with straight buttock lines. Resistance for
V/L^0.5=1.0- 5.0 was reduced to Rr/Displacement (lbs/tons) and Cr.
The ATTC (Schoenherr line) is recommended for calculating frictional VI
resistance. The body plan is shown on Figure 3.4-1 and the range of
hull form characteristics is given in Table 3.0-1 The wetted surface
of this series can be estimated from equation 3.4-1. .- '-.

W.S. (V/34.9769 * LWL)^0.5 a (38.7635 -7.248125 * B/T ''

+ 1.2780625 a (B/T)^2 - 91.13 * CB - 26.425 B B/T
* CB - 4.105 a (B/T)^2 a CB + 91.1 * CB^2 - 26.775
* B/T a CB -2 + 3.875 a (B/T)^2 a CB^2) (3.4-1)

5
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3.5 Mercier & Savitsky Numerical Method: (17)

In 1973 Mercier and Saviteky conducted a regression analysis
of smooth water resistance data for seven transom stern serie&
which included 118 models. With the exception of 17 models from
Series 62, all of them are round bilge displacement hulls. The
investigation included 23 models from NPL (9), 9 models from Nord-
strom (29), 12 models from DeGoat (19), 9 models from SSPA (7), 27

61k %
models from Series 64 (2), 21 Models from Series 63 (20), and 17
models from Series 62. Through the study, Mercier and Savitaky
attempted to predict the resistance of transom stern hulls in the
non-planing range--specifically for FNV less than 2.0. Because the
majority of data were derived from round bilge hull forms, the re- .
sults of the study can be used to predict the resistance of disp-
lacement hulls (6). Four parameters (length-displacement ratio
L/V^0.333, beam loading coefficient C4 , entrance angle IE, and
transom area) were considered. Total resistance and the values of
the regression coefficients for a displacement of 100,000 lbs for
the range of FNV from 1.0 to 2.0 can be found in reference (17).
To use the Mercier and Savitaky equations, it is important to use
hull form parameters within the range of values of the independent '
variables in the data base. The range of applicability can be .- ,

found from Table 4 and Figure 11 in reference (17). The wetted
surface for transom-stern ships can be estimated from equation ,
(3.5-1) which was derived from the previous methodical series.

W.S. = V^0.666 * (L/V^0.333)^0.5 * (1 + 0.046 * B/T
+ 0.00287 * (B/T)^2) * 2.262 (3.5-1) .

The difference between measured and calculated resistance was less
than 10% for 90% of the cases, and within .1- 9% for 95 % of the
cases for wetted surface.

3.6 TANG ROUND BILGE DISPLACEMENT HULL (RBDH) NUMERICAL METHOD:
(5)

In 1978 Z.K. Tang from Shanghai Ship D&R Institute attempted
to improve the resistance estimation of round bilge displacement
hulls based on regression analyses, which first succeeded in ref-
erence (17). Residuary resistance coefficients of 87 round bottom
type models have been analyzed by a regression method to derive a ,

correlation equation. The 87 models embraced most of Mercier and
Savitsky's parent data, but Series 62 (hard chine), Series 64, and
SSPA-SFDV were excluded. Meanwhile, 43 Chinese built round bilge
displacement hulls were added. Five basic parameters were considered

in the regression analysis. The range of parameters can be found in

u. . %

6
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Table 3.0-1. Residuary resistance coefficient Cr at eight differ-
ant FNL between 0.4 and 1.0 can be determined based on the 53
regression coefficients. The coefficients can be found from Table 2
reference (5). Wetted surface for RBDH was also investigated based
on 122 Chinese built round bottom craft.

W.S. = (V * L)^0.5 * (6.6912 -6.674188 * (B/T)^0.5
CP^0.5 +2.8909 * B/T * CP - 0.1155977 * CB
(B/T)^2.5 * CP^2.5 - 0.1590808 * CB) (3.6-1)

This equation is suitable for CB=0.36-0.58 and (B/T*CP)^0.5=1.3-
2.2. The difference between the measured and the calculated Cr and
wetted surface is less than 8.25x for 90% of the cases and 2.84%
for 95X of the cases respectively. The difference for total resist-
ance based on the 1957 ITTC friction formulation plus a CA=O.0004
is less than 5.77% for 90% of the cases.

3.7 NPL HIGH SPEED ROUND BILGE DISPLACEMENT HULL SERIES
(NPL-HSRB): (9), (10) p

In 1969 NPL developed a series of high-speed displacement hulls,
which was designed to operate at FNLs between 0.3 and 1.19. The ..-

characteristics of this series are fine straight lines forward,
deep transom immerson (AT/AX= 40x), aftbodies with a round bilge " 4
section, straight buttock lines and smooth steady rise aft. In
1976, the L/B range of this series was extended fromR (3.33-6.25) to
(3.33-7.5). The models of this series are arranged in five groups,
each group containing models of constant L/B. A total of 32 models
were tested. The hull form parameters of this aeries such as CP,
CX, and AT/AX are very similar to SSPA-SFDV, except that the hull .
sections (bow and stern) of this series are more "V" than SSPA-SFDV.
Regrettably, up to this moment the author is still in the process of
digitizing this series. No computer program from the author for this
series is available; therefore the author decided not to evaluate
this series in the next section. However, he compared this series
with SSPA-SFDV in 1983--using a 260-ft corvette as a sample ship.--
The bare hull PE(NPL)/PE(SSPA) ratio of the ship is presented in
Figure 3.7-2. NPL-HSRB seems to give much higher resistance at low ""-
speeds and 4-5% higher resistance at high speeds in this sample
calculation. This result cannot be explained for the present moment;
nevertheless, the author's conjecture is that it may be due to more
"V" shaped sections, larger transom areas (0.52 versus 0.42) or diff- O V
erent tank test techniques employed by these two model basins.
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3.8 VALIDATION AND APPLICATION OF METHODICAL SERIES AND
REGRESSION ANALYSES FOR POWERING PREDICTIONS

Several powering prediction methods, including methodical '

series, graphical predictions, and numerical forms from regress-
ion analyses, are available for high-speed round bilge vessels.
However, caution should be exercised in the use of series data.%

or regression methods. Users have to avoid hulls with form para-
motor& that are not within the limits of the data base. Other-
wine, considerable inaccuracy may occur. This section presents
the validation of the hull form series and regression methods, which

weecovered in Sections 3.1 to 3.6. Comparisons of each of the
prescribed methods to three sets of experimental results are presented .-

in Tables 3.8-1,-2,-3, and Figures 3.8-1,-2,-3. The experimental -

results are represented by a 300-ft small frigate, a 230-ft corve-
tte, and a 154-ft fast patrol craft. The results derived from
methodical series and regression analyses were computed by several
computer programs (28), developed by the author. The programs
have not yet been validated by other researchers, but the outputs
should be acceptable for the analyses in this paper. The differ-
ence between the calculated and experimental results shows how far 0
one can extrapolate beyond the limit of the data base before incurr-
ing significant error. Before further assessment can be made, one
may consider the difference in technique, which involves the size
of the models as well as the frictional formulations adopted by
the model basins. The author has no intent to dwell on this topic,
but he did make adjustment to compensate for the difference between
the ITTC formulation and whatever friction line had been in use at
the time the series or model test data were published. The stand-
ardized frictional formulation in this paper is the 1957 ITTC
formulation plus a model-ship correlation factor (CA) of 0.0004.

The small frigate is a conventional destroyer hull form,

with moderate displacement-length ratio, and CW, and a broad
transom with AT/AX=lOi immersion. The hull form parameters are
within the limit of FSSS (except for a slightly slack midship and
deeper transom) and HSVA'C' Series. The major conflict between ... :o.
this hull and Series 64 and SSPA-SFDV is that these two methodical
series consi .t of 40% transom area ratio. It is not surprising
to see FSS'. and HSVA'C' series with good correlation with the model
tests. The much higher resistance predicted by Series 64 and SSPA-
SFDV is likely due to their large transom areas, especially at
the lower speed range. The lower resistance at low FNL predicted
by FSSS also can be explained by the 6-7% AT/AX vs. 10% from the
frigate. The two regression methods were originally derived from
models significantly different from conventional destroyer forms.
Poor correlations are expected.

The 230-ft corvette with a very fine CP may not be the optimum
CP for the design speed. This hull also has a relatively small CW ...
for this type of vessel and a moderate 9% transom area. The 6-7% ' "4
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higher resistance predicted by FSSS may result from the much lower
CB=0.426 of the 230-ft corvette, compared to the miminum CB=0.48
from FSSS. It can be explained why high speed vessels which have
the same CP, smaller CB, are a.ways desirable (result from smaller
CX). On the other hand, HSVA'C' series consistently shows 4-5%-
lower predicted EHP than the model, especially at FNL=0.35-0.55.
This can be explained by the benefical effect of large waterplane
area ships at high speeds (the smallest CW of HSVA'C' series is
0.77 versus 0.711 for the corvette). Naval architects should also
be aware that this series was designed for ships operating in the
over hump regime. Again, Series 64 and SSPA-SFDV show fairly large
discrepancies from the experimental results. However, the absolute
values of the errors are less than the discrepancies for the small
frigate. One should be aware that the low resistance predictions
from SSPA-SFDV and Mercier's regression method (17) are due to the , .
fact that SSPA-SFDV is based on a much larger (CP=0.69) than that
for the 230-ft corvette (CP=0.576). The Mercier's regression method .
(17) was also derived from a combination of hull form series with
large CP (such as SSPA and NPL series). It seems that CP still
affects the resistance characteristics at high speed to a certain
extent. A further explanation will be discussed in Section 4.2, in
which Tang's regression method gives a fairly good correlation. "

The 154-ft Fast Patrol Boat PGM-C bests represent cont-
emporary vessels of this type having small CB, large B/T=4.38,
broad transom (BT/BX=0.833), and deep transom immerson (AT/AX=0.40).
From the comparison between FSSS and the experimental results, the
significant advantage of small CB and large transom immersion
at high speeds and penalty at low speeds is well illustrated.
The larger AT/AX and smaller CX also let PGM-C gain certain
advantages from HSVA'C" Series (the largest AT/AX of HSVA'C'
Series is 0.298) at FNLO0.5. The similar transom immersion of ...-

SSPA-SFDV and Series 64 give these two series fairly good correl-
ation with the model test data. Series 64 still shows much higher
resistance than the experimental results at FNL<0.50. This may
result from the linear extrapolation from the series itself, or
perhaps this series is only good for high speeds. This time
Mercier's regression method (17) gives very good correlation with
the model test data from FNL= 0.45-0.70, but surprisingly poor .
correlation with Tang's regression method. The good correlation
with Mercier's regression method can be explained by PGM-C hull
form parameters which are within the limit of parent data. The """
poor correlation with Tang's regression method is not apparent
but may be explained by the instability from regression.
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4.0 HULL FORM DESIGN OF HIGH-SPEED ROUND BILGE DISPLACEMENT
HULLS

The range of principal dimensions and hull form parameters
for various high-speed round bilge displacement hulls are listed
in Table 2.0-1. The general characteristics of these type of ships
are as follows: broad transom, relatively large transom area, small -,-
CB, moderate to high CP, slack midship section, large deadrise, and •,.
straight center buttock line. Before further discussion of their
hull form design, it is necessary to.take a proper perspective on
smooth water hydrodynamic phenomena. The total wave resistance is
composed of the forebody (bow) divergent waves and the bow and stern
tranverse wave systems. The primary cause of the bow wave system is
the wave crest produced by the pressure peak at the bow; whereas the 0
stern wave system is mainly caused by the pressure dip and hollow
formed at the shoulder or the beginning of the run. The interference
of the bow and stern wave systems will affect the magnitude of the
stern wave system. At low speeds the divergent wave dominate& the
wave pattern; however, at high speeds the tranverse wave becomes
more notable and primarily responsible for the variation of wave- ,O
making resistance. The wave energy is proportional to wave length.
The number of waves in the ship length is expressed by the equation:

N = 1.795 (V/L^0.5)^2 (4.0-1)

Wave resistance increases as the number of waves in the ship
length decreases. This fact remains true until V/L-0.5 > 2.0.
The first hump of the wave resistance curves of FSSS and HSVA'C.
series is in the neighborhood of V/L^0.5=0.9-1.0. From equation
4.0-1, we know at V/L^0.5 < 1.0, the ship is riding on two or more
waves. Minimum change of trim at this speed range is expected.
When speed gradually increases to V/L^0.5=1.35 (N - 1.0), the bow 9.
of the ship will start to rise because the crest of the second wave
will form beyond the stern. When ship speed reaches the neighbor-
hood of V/L^0.5=1.5 (N=0.8), the change of trim will increase rapidly
since only the wave crest at the bow is supporting the ship. Event-
ually the increase of wave-making in this speed range (V/L-0.5=1.3-
1.5) will be extraordinarily large. At V/L^0.5=1.5-1.6 the sinkage . 11
of the hull will reach its maximum. The cause of the rapid bow rise
in this speed range ais the formation of a high and narrow divergent
wave (thin sheet of water) at each side of the bow. When speed
increases to V/L^0.5 > 2.0, the divergent wave from the bow will
continue to grow in size. But the tranverse wave will tend to cease --
its growth as speed increases. Also the hollow of the bow tranverse
waves will form farther and farther away from the stern so that no
interference in or amplification of the stern waves from the bow
waves is expected. Beyond this speed range, the slope of Rr/Diap
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will start to decline then flatten. The adventages of high-speed

round bilge displacement hulls begin to cease at V/L^0.5=3.3. Beyond
this speed, the thin divergent bow wave will become a sheet of spray..e

It causes not only severe spray drag but deck wetness also. The
significant portion of total resistance then will shift from resid-
uary to frictional and spray resistance.

.% % -N

The principal dimensions and hull form parameters which affect .

the resistance characteristics of this type of vessel, based on the
afore-mentioned hull form series and regression analyses do not reveal

the same conclusions. This might be due to the limited number of S..j-%
models tested for each of the series, which constrains the available
hull form parameters. Table 4.0-1 lists all the parameters that are
considered significant by the originators of the hull form series in
resistance predictions. Not all these series were designed to operate
at the same speed-length ratio--that is also another factor in the
selection of significant hull form parameters. The results from ...-

Section 3.7 indicate HSVA'C' series predictions provide the beat r.

overall correlation with model test results with regard to ship size
and length. The following sections will discuss the relative impor-
tance of hull parameters using this series and several resistance
prediction computer codes developed from the other hull form series

by the author (28).

4.1 DISPLACEMENT-LENGTH RATIO (DISP/(O.O1L)^3)

This is the most influential factor for high-speed round bilge
displacement hulls. Wave-making resistance is directly proport-
ional to the displacement-length ratio. Figures 4.1-1 and -2 show
the Rr/Disp and Rr comparisons of a series of 200-ft corvettes
with various displacement-length ratios. The sharp increment of
Rr from FNL=0.35-0.50 was explained in detail in Section 4.0.

S ignificant advantages gained by increasing ship length for ships
operating at FNL < 0.55 are obvious. It decreases not only the
displacement-length ratio but also the Froude number, both of which
help decreases the Rr/Disp significantly. However, when ships are
required to operate at FNL > 0.55, the slope of Rr/Disp shown in

d Figure 4.1-1 starts to decline. For a given design speed the
benefit from increaseing ship length for lower FNL in order to
obtain lower Rr/Disp is diminished, especially when FNL > 0.8, as
40-50%t of the total resistance will become frictional. Solely
increasesing ship length at this high speed range will result in
not only greater hull weight but wetted surface as well. t

4.2 PRISMATIC COEFFICIENT (CP)
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Prismatic coefficient is one of the most important parameters
which affect the resistance characteristics of conventional ships.
This parameter for high-speed round bilge displacement hulls cannot
be discussed without paying attention to the other parameters such
as AT/AX, CB, LCB, and sectional area shapes. In the past, several

hydrodynamicists have investigated this issue up to speed-length

sterns or small transom immersion. However, for high-speed round 1

bilge displacement hulls, large At/AX=10-40% seems to be a very
common practice. Appropriate CF should be selected to combine with
a large transom area to avoid negative pressures generated at the
keel rise. Figure 4.2-1 shows the effect on Rr of variations in CF
from the study of a series of 200-ft corvettes based on references
(1) and (28). The penalty of a high CP at FNL < 0.45 is obvious.

J Although from FNL 0.5 to 0.8 the difference of Rr between the base-
line ship (CPO0.64) and the alternate hulls (CP=0.62, 0.68) is less
than 2%, one should not overlook these relative figures. The author .

% suggests that appropriate selection of CF should be considered in
conjunction with the speed-time profile and absolute saving in
horsepower. The rationale from reference (22) can be used as a
guideline for this tradeoff. For example, the significant savings
of Rr for CP=0.62 compared to CP=0.68 at FNLO0.3 is more than 20%; ..h
yet the net savings in terms of horsepower is less than 77 EMP. On0
the other hand, the saving of Rr for CPO0.68 verses CPO0.62 at FNL=
0.80 is less than 2%; yet the net saving in horsepower is as high as
232 EMP. Fuel saving for a hull with a high CF based on higher design
speeds can still be achieved. CF less than 0.6 or larger than 0.69
seems unlikely to achieve a balanced design for high-speed round
bilge displacement hull form naval ships. Equation (4.2-1) is the
author's suggestion for CF selection versus Froude numbers. This
relationship is based on a simple regression of data from reference
(5) and data from some contemporary high-speed round bilge displace-
ment vessels. The predicted CF from this equation does not nec-
essarily result in least resistance.

CF 0.56867 + 0.15380 *FNL -0.07006 *FNL-2

(0.2 < FNL < 1.0) (4.2-1)

4.3 BLOCK COEFFICIENT (CB) AND MAXIMUM SECTION COEFFICIENT (CX)

Fuller hulls (high CB) usually give higher residuary resist-

ance at all speeds for conventional hulls. This is also applicable W
to high-speed round bilge displacement hulls. CB larger than 0.50
is unlikely for contemporary high-speed displacement naval vessels.

However, this factor CB should not be analyzed without considerings
CF and CX. At high speeds, misleadinig guidelines can be found in

SSPA-SFDV and Series 64--if the magnitude of Cr is the only concern.
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Cr usually decreases with decreasing CB. However, this may lead to
higher CT due to the higher wetted surface for ships with smaller
CB. For a given CB, smaller CX or AX^0.5/LR is more desirable at
high speeds since C/ ia increasing twice as fast as the ratio of
AX^0.5/LR. However, this factor is less influential at the lower

* speed range. Small CX helps render the flow through the run
.P straight and smooth due to smaller keel rise.

0.

S..

4.4 BEAM-DRAFT RATIO (B/T)

The effect of B/T, generally speaking, is less than the displace-
ment-length ratios or CP, particulary at FNL < 0.45. Different meth-
odical series also give different conclusions in their investigat-
ions of B/T. The NPL Series is the only series that does not consider
B/T a significant factor in the resistance predictions. The effect
of B/T from the study (Figure 4.4-1) of a series of 200-ft corvettes
indicates that at FNL < 0.4 the difference of Rr for B/T=3.0 and 4.2
compared to the baseline ship (B/T=3.63) is less than 5%. The
difference is almost diminished to zero from FNL=0.4-0.6. Then 2-3%.
variations are expected at the higher speed range. The degradation
in performance at high speeds of increased B/T should not be over-
looked. For example the Cr of SSPA-SFDV starts to rise at FNL > 0.85.
This is because only calm water wetted surface was considered, while
additional wetted surface caused by spray was not taken into cons-
Ideration. Spray drag, a coherent relation with B/T, cannot be
dismissed. The beam-draft ratio should be considered more in the
aspect of stability than resistance. This also explains the tend-
ency of slight increases of B/T versus FNL in Figure 2.0-8. (For a

* given design speed, larger B/T is preferable due to the relatively
heavy top weight so common in shorter and smaller ships.)

4.5 LENGTH-BEAM RATIO (L/B) AND HALF ENTRANCE ANGLE (1/2 IE) _

Among all the high-speed methodical series, NPL is the only
series that considers L/B as one of the more important parameters
for powering predictions. (For given displacement-length ratio and
CB, it is almost impossible to alter L/B without affecting B/T.)
Most of the high-speed methodical series including the recent stud-
ies (24) for ships with much lower speed-length ratio=l.3 also fail-
ed to define the precise relations between residuary resistance and
L/B. L/B affects the other hull form parameters such as IE rather
than resistance characteristics. For example, the IE of the slender
Series 64 ranges from 3.7-7.8 degrees compared to 9.5-14.4 degrees L

4/°
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from the shorter SSPA-SFDV. However, the smaller IE from Series 64
does not show any significant advantages compared to SSPA-SFDV for -

the entire speed range. Reference (23) conducted a aeries of tests
with two slender high- peed destroyer models. The conclusion was
that the increase of ) is approximately 1% for each 2-deg. in-
crement of IE from 9.3 degrees to 13.6 degrees. The advantage of
small IE is believed to be less significant at higher speeds. The
selection of IE should consider its individual relations to CP and .>. -"

CW. On the other hand, as speed goes up, the crest of the bow wave ..
system tends to move farther and farther away from the FP. The
smoothness of the forebody other than IE should be considered, e.g.,
a fine entrance angle with large CP or CW may result in a shoulder
on the design waterline, producing adverse effects on resistance.

4.6 SECTIONAL AREA CURVE (A/AX) AND LONGITUDINAL CENTER OF BUOY-
ANCY (LCB)

I-. I... o .-.

The effect of sectional area curve and LCB on resistance cannot S
be discussed individually without considering their interaction.
The effect on resistance from these two parameters is very difficult
to quantify. However, certain guidelines can be found from (5) and
(10). For given CP and transom immersion, the longitudinal distrib-
ution of the sectional area curve is very important to its resistance
characteristics. Hollow forebody sectional area curve should be avoid-ed due to the bow wave systems, which tend to move farther aft at -

the higher speeds with the development of a shoulder wave. The sta-
tion of maxium area should be at station eleven or even farther aft,
its location mainly dependent on design speeds. This provides the
ship with a longer entrance and eases flow through the midship to '
the run. It is just as important to allow smooth and easy flow along
the run. A straight aftbody sectional area curve is always desirable.
Hooked buttocks and f°flattening-off" sectional area at the AP pos-
tulated in reference (5) may improve running trim at high speed and
depress wave-making at the AP. However, this kind of design may result
in a convex aection-area curve at station 13-15. Excessive convex
surface may generate negative pressure and flow problems. The shape
of the sectional area curve is heavily governed by the LCB. NPL is the
only methodical series that analyzes on the effect of LCB on resist-
ance. The LCB of the NPL parent hull is 6.4X aft station 10. From
reference (10), the effect of LCB is leas significant on slender hulls
(large L/B and low displacement-length ratio). The LCB also should be
located farther aft for higher speed ships. But it does not seem
preferable to have LCB located more than 5-6X aft midship for FNL=1O."
For ships with lower FNL=O.5-O.8, 3-5x is accceptable. Equation
(4.6-1) sheds some light on how to select LCB in terms of speed. This
relationship is based on a simple regression of data from reference (5)-
and data from some contemporary high-speed round bilge displacement
vessels. The LCB location predicted from this equation does not "
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. necessarily result in least resistance.

LCB (aft midship ') = -2.2189 + 12.3505 * FNL 5.4048 FNL^2

(0.4 ( FNL < 1.0) (4.6-1)

4.7 TRANSOM AREA RATIO (AT/AX)
~%

The function of transom sterns is to generate a low pressure

- region 3ust aft of the AP. The hollow of the stern wave (tranverse)

system usually commences slightly before the transom. Obviously,

its exact location varies with speed. The effect of the transom

stern on the hollow of the stern wave system is very similar to

the effect of a bulbous bow on the bow wave system. Only a few

systematic tests on transom sterns are available (26). Most of

them are applicable to speed-length ratios less than 2.0. Nine

models were tested as reported in reference (26), design guidelines

" were developed for V/L^0.5=l.34-2.0. Transom area and buttock

configuration were the two parameters considered. At low speed the

resistance decreased considerably as the size of the transoms were p
decreased. But conversely, as the speed increased, the optimum

"". transom area also increased. An 8-10% AT/AX seems to be the optimum

value for V/L^0.5=1.4 to 1.7, but 20-40% transom area ratio is more

desirable for V/L^0.5 > 3.0. One should be aware that the parent
model from (26) was a Farragut Class destroyer (DD 348), with

BT/BX=0.56. Care should exercised when these kinds of design charts

"*- are used. For example, one must try to avoid a broad transom with.,
"" zero or very small transom area (or vice versa) at high speed. The

significant advantage from broad and large transom is documented in

reference (27) based on a series of four models tested at speed-

length ratios larger than 3.0. More than 7% savings in EHP was

achieved by the model with AT/AX=0.22, compared to the model with p _

zero transom immersion. Reference (26) also suggested that buttock

lines immediately forward of the transom should be hollow (which
was explained in the previous section) when the design requirements

emphasize high speeds. In equation (4.7-1) the recommended AT/AX

vs. FNL is presented. The predicted AT/AX from this equation is
based on a simple regression of data from reference (5) and some

data from contemporary high-speed round bilge displacement vessels.

The predicted value does not necessarily result in least resistance.

AT/AX -0.08573 0.396727 FNL + 0.10606 FNL2--
(0.4 < FNL 1.0) (4.7-1) %

4.8 WATERPLANE AREA COEFFICIENT (CW) .. '
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Among all the hull form series and numerical formulas from reg-

ression analyses, FSSS is the only hull form series that considered
CW an important parameter for powering predictions. In the past,
naval architects have always tried to minimize the wetted surface.
One of their means of achieving this is to reduce the waterplane
area. They had positive results in slow speed situations; the same
was not true for FNV > 1.0. A similar phenomenon for shipa designed
for speed-length ratios much below 1.3 (i.e., poor WCF usually can
be found on large waterplane area ships at low speeds) was also ..

found from reference (24). The magnitude of this effect usually is
greater in ships with higher displacement-length ratio. This rela-
tion is well illustrated in Appendix B, Figure B.1..
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

One of the main objectives of this paper is to assess existnq

resistance prediction tools for high-speed round bilge displacement
vessels. Several standard seies and numerical formulas from regres- .

sion analyses (Sections 3.1-3.7) are available for this investiga-...-
tion. Both the hull form series and the regression analyses are
applicable to FNL=0.3-1.O. However, the design speed rarige of these
hull form series is not exactly the same. Because the significant
parametric features for high-speed round bilge displacement hulls
are determined by their required operating speeds, none of the exist-
ing series or regression analysis method is applicable to different
designs at all speeds. When using hull form series or regression
analyses fox resistance predictions, hull form parameters have to be
within the range of the database, because accurate results can only
be expected within the strict confines of the boundary conditions.
On the other hand, the distinct wave-making phenomena at different
speed ranges will also dictate the selection of hull form parameters.
Proper selection of hull form series or regression analyses for
resistance predictions based on ship size and operating speeds are
just as important as the afore-mentioied requirement. Unfortunately,
there is no exact speed boundary as guideline for hull form series
selection. The following suggestions may shed some light in this
aspect:

o For ships operating at FNL=0.4-0.5, CP is one of the most import-
ant parameters, but its influence becomes negligible when FNL is
greater than 0.45. As given in Figure 4.2-1, CP=0.62 seems prefer-
able at this speed range. On the other hand, the importance of
displacement-length ratio tends to increase as speed increases.
The other parameters such as CX, B/T, and AT/AX remain as secondary
with little or no significant effect on resistance. Conventional
destroyer type surface combatants including some of the moderate-
speed frigates are generally designed to operate in this speed
range. As presented in Section 3.8 and Figure 3.8-1, FSSS and
HSVA'C' Series seem to be the best candidates for these types of
ships.

o For ships required to operate at FNL=0.5-0.7, displacement-length
ratio becomes the most sensitive parameter, but the overall design
objective should not be overlooked (per Section 4.0). At the upper
end of this speed range for a given displacement, increasing ship
length does not provide the beneficial interference effect from
the bow and stern wave systems. The main design objective in this
speed range should reduce the bow wave amplitude. Slender hull
form series (such as Series 64) seems to be preferable at this
speed range. However, the poor resistance characteristics (Figures
3.8-1 to -3) at low speeds and some other unsatisfactory features

such as space, volume and arrangement may render this series
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almost impractical in contemporary warship design. At this V
speed range, HSVA'C' Series still provides the beat resistance
characteristics up to FNL=0.55: beyond this, SSPA-SFDV becomes
more preferable.

o The hull becomes semi-planing when FNL is greater than 0.7. Res-
S,' iduary resistance still remains as a major component of' the total %

resistance, but wetted surface and frictional resistance start to -

become significant. Displacement-length ratio is still the most
SJ influential factor in terms of resistance, but dynamic stabilitybecomes a more and more important factor. This also explains why "..o

I the smaller and faster high-speed displacement hulls (Fast Patrol
Boat) tend to increase their displacement-length ratio and B/T
compared to the longer and slower hulls (corvettes and small
frigates). High CP and small CX are preferable at this speed
range FNL=0.7-1.0, because these features provide a long and
straight run. For ships less than 500-tons, SSPA-SFDV and NPL-
HSRB seem to be the best design 1 ils-.

o The author decided not to dwell on the topic of resistance predict-
ion based on regression analyses, because of his limited under-
standing of statistical analysis. The only comment he would like
to make is that to obtain improved hull form design through the
application of regression analysis is an extremely dangerous

r. technique. Resistance prediction equations from regression analy-

sea generally can fit the original data within a couple of per-
cent, but the accuracy normally expected from surface ship EHP
model tests also fall into the same order of magitude (+/- 1.5.).
The same degree of prediction accuracy may not apply to the pro-
posed designs, especially when the parent data are from various
sources (model basin). Resistance predictions based on regression
analysis can be still considered as a tool for early stage design.
One should not abandon this technique for resistance predictions
because of a lacK of proper appreciation of this technique or a
lack of confidence in its results without having a real compre-

hension of statistics. Table 5.0-1 is the author's suggestion
for hull form series and regression analysis--resistance predict-
ion method selection based on ship size and operating speeds.

Today's high-speed round bilge displacement hull has asserted
itself as an excellent high performance vessel for naval applications.

. Yet the existing resistance prediction methods are not sufficient for
the early stage design for this type of vessel. This does not imply
the inadequacy of data but rather the significance of the hull form
parameters postulated by some of the hull form series and statistical
analyses. The author has already started to reanalyze the data o±
FSSS and HSVA'C' Series. Residuary resistance curves based on these

*- two series are currently under regression analysis and fairing.
- Design charts plus residuary resistance correction factors due to

transom immersion similiar to Appendix B will be applicable to V/ L=
1.0-2.8, CP=0.60-0.66, B/T=3.0-4.2, CW=O.72-0.82 and AT/AX=0.06-0.40.

The author hopes to stimulate further discussions and design

18
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efforts, particularly in powering predictions on high-speed round
bilge displacement hulls.
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APPENDIX-A ~'

200-FT Baseline Corvette Hull Form

Resistance Characteristics
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TABLE A.1 200-Ft Baseline Corvette Bare
Hull EHP Predictions

200-Ft Corvette Hull Form Characteristics:

LWL (ft) 200.0
BX (it) 28.953
TX (ft) 7.972-
Disp. (tons) 584.03
W.S. (ft-2) 5879.7
LWL /BX 6.908 -

BX /TX 3.632
DL 73.0
S 17.20

*CB 0.443 LCB/LWL 0.544 .**

CP 0.640 LCF 0.584
CX 0.691 AT/AX 0.324

*CW 0.790 BT/BX 0.925

*Bare Hull EHP from HSVA'C' Series: CA=0.0004

FN VK Rr Rf Cr Rr/ RT Rr/RT EHP
(Kt) (ib) (lb) 10^-3 Diap. (lb) () (HP)

0.20 9.50 --------- ----- --- ---- --- ---

0.25 11.87 2925 5124 1.243 5.0 8049 36.34 294
0.30 14.25 5577 7234 1.646 9.5 12811 43.53 561 -.

0.35 16.62 8746 9686 1.896 15.0 18432 47.45 941
0.40 19.00 16736 12475 2.778 28.7 29211 57.29 1704
0.45 21.37 30412 15596 3.988 52.1 46008 66.10 3020
0.50 23.75 40232 19046 4.203 68.9 59278 67.87 4323
0.55 26.12 45588 22823 4.002 78.1 68411 66.64 5488
0.60 28.50 51947 26923 3.832 88.9 78870 65.86 6902
0.65 30.87 56208 31344 3.553 96.2 87552 64.20 8300
0.70 33.25 60930 36083 3.302 104.3 97013 62.81 9905
0.75 35.62 65496 41139 3.092 112.1 106635 61.42 11665
0.80 38.00 70258 46511 2.915 120.3 116769 60.17 13624

- --- --- --- ---- -- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
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* TABLE 2.0-1 Range of High Speed Displacement Hull Form
Characteristics

Small Frigate Corvette Fast Patrol Boat

LWL (ft) 261.0--321.5 185.0--262.5 100.0--192.6

BX (ft) 34.5---39.4 25.6---34.5 20.0---28.9

TX (ft) 10.5---11.2 5.9---10.5 5.0 ---- 8.4

Disp (tons) 1385.7-1787.1 538.4-1299.1 180.0--480.3

(449.8)

VK (kt) 26.0---39.0 27.0--- 42.0 24.0 ---41.0

V/L^0.5 1.86--2.29 1.85--2.38 1.87--3.49

L/B 7.62--6.35 5.94--8.03 5.00--7.23
(8.97)

' B/T 3.18--3.90 2.89--4.03 2.57--4.91

CB 0.44--0.50 0.35--0.51 0.33--0.51

CP 0.61--0.66 0.58--0.64 0.61--0.70

CX 0.67--0.80 0.60--0.74 0.54--0.78

DL 53.1--80.3 53.6--96.8 58.5-135.2

* value inside the ( ) is considered extraordinary.
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TABLE 3.0-1 Hull Form Parameters of High-Speed
Displacement Hull Series

Series FSSS HSVAC' SSPA-SFDV

No. of Models 30 16 9 -:"'

Model Length (it) 11.14 19.69 10.8-14.5 ,. -

DL 57.3-98.6 41-3-82.1 55.8-132.3

L/B 5.98-8.51 7.49-10.1 4.62-8.21

BIT 3.29-5.20 2.74-4.97 3.00-4.00

CB 0.48-0.52 0.40-0.57 0.40

CP 0.61-0.66 0.60-0.72 0.68
CX 0.784 0.54-0.83 0.59 P .

CW 0.74-0.80 0.75-0.87 0.73

1/2 IE 8.24-14.4

LCB (') aft 0.28-2.76 -0.90-3.46 4.15 .

LCF ( ) aft 4.25-7.11 4.68-10.9 9.09

AT/AX 0.07-0.09 0.03-0.30 0.42

BT/BX 0.42-0.74 0.47-0.95 0.77
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TABLE 3.0-1A Hull Form Parameters of High-Speed
Displacement Hull Series

Series SERIES 64 TANG NPL-HSRB

No. of Models 27 87/122 32

Model Length (ft) 10.00 8.33 -

DL 15.0-55.0 42.9-314.3 50.0-319.9

V. L/B 8.45-18.3 3.33-7.50

B/T 2.00-4.00 1.72-10.21

CB 0.35-0.55 0.397

CP 0.630 0.57-0.76 0.693

CX 0.56-0.87 0-•-573 0.573 I
cw 0.761 0.753

1/2aft 3.70-7.80 ----- 11.0-20.5

LCB af) e~t 6.560 0.00-6.40 2.00-6.40

LCF (X) aft 10.10 .----

AT/AX 0.410 0.00-0.74 0.520

BT/BX 0.860 0.815
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TABLE 3.8-1 Small Frigate Bare Hull EHP Predictions
Compared to Model Tests

e,,.• . ,

Small Frigate Hull Form Characteristics:

LWL (ft) 300.0 .
LWL / Bx 7.938
Bx / Tx 3.365

CB 0.469 LCB/LWL 0.522
CP 0.616 DL 57.1

CX 0.760 AT/AX 0.108
CW 0.750 BT/BX 0.747

EHP/EHP (model tests) CA=O.0004

.0

FN FSSS HSVA'C' SSPA SER64 TANG MERCIER

0.25 0.884 0.962 1.757 --- "----.

0.30 0.934 0.944 1.742 -- ---

0.35 0.947 0.977 1.735 - ---
0.40 1.001 0.953 1.219 1.458 1.090 0.936
0.45 0.989 0.955 1.043 1.195 1.050 0.876
0.50 1.001 0.954 0.973 1.096 1.034 0.860
0.55 1.024 0.945 0.957 1.059 1.048 0.857
0.60 1.024 0.983 0.956 1.031 1.089 0.901
0.65 1.021 0.959 0.942 1.017 --
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TABLE 3.8-2 230-Ft Corvette Bare Hull EHP ',.% vv - "

Predictions Compared to Model Tests

•, - ,Ac-,

• .%". ,s -.

230-Ft Corvette Hull Form Characteristics :.'.

LWL (ft) 230.0

LWL / BX 7.348
BX / TX 3.913

CB 0.426 LCB/LWL 0.532

CP 0.576 DL 57.6

CX 0.739 AT/AX 0.096

CW 0.711 BT/BX 0.682 " . "

EHP/EHP (model tests) CA = 0 .0004 ... '

FN FSSS HSVA'C' SSPA SER64 TANG MERCIER
*------------------------------------------------------.

0.25 0.862 0.988 1.619 ""-" -----

0.30 0.781 0.974 1.485 --- ---

- 0.35 0.798 0.939 1.547 ..-.--.-

0.40 0.966 0.919 1.165 1.334 1.001 1.001

0.45 1.042 0.947 1.032 1.120 1.038 1.002 4

0.50 1.036 0.951 0.961 1.012 0.969 0.936

0.55 1.063 0.941 0.939 0.973 1.013 0.926

0.60 1.073 0.988 0.938 0.963 1.012 0.954

0.65 1.071 0.961 0.929 0.962 0.955

0.70 1.079 0.969 0.925 0.969 1.043 0.928
------------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 3.8-3 154-Ft PGM-C Bare Hull EHP Predictions
Compared to Model Tests

154-ft PGM-C Hull Form Characteristics: -

LWL (ft) 154.0
LWL /BX 7.032
BX TX 4.380 '

14 - --- ---- --- ---- ------- --- ---- --- ---

CB 0.443 LCB/LWL 0.565

CP0.630 DL 58.5

CW 0.760 BT/BX 0.827

EHP/EHP (model teats) CAO .0004

FN FSSS H5VA'C' SSPA SER64 TANG MERCIER

0.25 -- - - - - - - - - - - -

*3.30 0.777 1.015 --- 1.239 --- ---
*0.35 0.826 1.015 --- 1.441 --- 1.202

0.40 0.870 0.889 1.043 1.211 0.884 1.084
*0.45 0.945 0.939 0.996 1.062 0.909 1.016

0.50 0.987 0.975 0.982 0.992 0.809 0.994
0.55 1.041 0.960 0.956 0.950 0.864 0.966
0.60 1.053 1.021 0.967 0.954 0.793 0.980
0.65 1.062 1.013 0.988 0.980 --- 0.987
0.70 1.106 1.051 1.020 1.032 0.884 1.002
0.75 1.077 1.048 1.007 1.039 --- ---

0.80 1.034 1.058 1.017 1.050 --- ---
*0.85 - - - - -- 0.998 1.052 - - - - - -
*0.90 - - - - -- 0.988 1.052 - - - - - -

0.95 - - - - - - - -- 1.051 - - - - - -
1.00 - - - - - - - -- 1.049 - - - - - -

T-6-
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Jb TABLE 4.0-1 Basic Hull Form Parameters for
Powering Predictions--High Speed
Displacement Hull Series

Series Parameters ..

FSSS CW CB B/T LCB LCF "

HSVA'C' k CP B/T

SSPA-SFDV B/T

SERIES 64 DL CB B/T S
TANG CP LCB IE AT/AX

NERCIER IE AT/AX

NPL-HSRB

L/B

I --7

"', ~... >\.
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TABLE 5.0-1 Hull Form Series Applications

Series Displacement FNL V/L0.5 d,

(Tons)

FSSS 1500-5000 0.4-0.5 1.3-1.7

HSVA'C' 400-2000 0.4-0.65 1.3-2.2

SSPA-SFDV 100-400 0.6-0.8 2.0-2.7

Series 64 0.6-0.8 2.0-2.7

NPL-HSRB 100-400 0.6-0.8 2.0-2.7

TANG 100-500 0.4-1.0 1.3-3.4

MERCIER 100-200 0.4-0.7 1.3-2.4 -

Appendix-B 500-3000 0.4-0.8 1.3-2.8

4.4"
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.1 BASIC MULL FORM WITH C3  0.48 AND C~ 0.74

DESIGN NO. 6
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N a.

Parent hull form, C. 0.40. Ship model 1213-A.

FIGURE 3.3-1 SSPA-SFDV Parent Hull Body Plan (Model 1213-A)
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FIGURE 3.4-1 Series 64 Parent Hull Body Plan (Model 4783-1)
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FIGURE 3.7-1 NPL-HSRB Parent Hull Bodqj Plan
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FIGURE 3.8-1 Small Frigate. Bare Hullt EMP Predictionts

Compared t~o Model. Tests
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FIGURE 3.8-a 230-Ft Corvette Bare Hull EHP Predictions
Compared to flodet Tests
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FIGURE 3.8-3 154-FT PGM-C Bare Hull EHP Predictio0ns
Compared to Model Tests8
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FIGURE 4.1-1 Rr'Diap for A Series of 200-Ft Corvettes
wit.h Different Displacement-Length Ratiao~s
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FIGURE 4.1-a Merit Curve Factor CMCF) of Rr/Disp for a
Series of a8S-FT Corvettes (Displacement-
Length Ratio Variations) to Baseline Ship I.*
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FIGURE 4.2-1 M'erit Curve Factor (PICF) of Rr/Disp for a
Series Of 20-FT Corvette3 (CP Variations)
to Basetirte Ship
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